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Introduction
Thomas Brock

T

he COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the highest unemployment that the U.S.
has seen since the Great Depression, with particularly heavy job losses for Black,
Hispanic, and Native American1 workers. In this set of studies commissioned by
Lumina Foundation, the Community College Research Center (CCRC) explores
some actions that states and community colleges can take to address the needs of racially
minoritized adult learners who are pursuing postsecondary education and training as a path
to re-employment, better jobs, and higher incomes. We focus on three topics:

1. Study 1. Aligning Short-Term Credentials with Community College Degree
Programs describes how some states are creating and scaling opportunities for
adults to earn occupational certificates that employers value and that lead to
associate and bachelor’s degrees.

2. Study 2. Bundling and Sequencing Student Support Services explains how
community colleges can improve the design and delivery of advising and other
critical support services to help adults attain their education and employment goals.

3. Study 3. Culturally Sustaining Supports and Instruction offers examples and
guiding principles that colleges can use to create programs and services that address
the interests and needs of adults from diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds, and
that encourage persistence in and completion of postsecondary credentials.
To describe these approaches and why they show promise, we draw on telephone
interviews we conducted between November 2020 and January 2021 with state
policymakers, community college leaders, and content area experts (see Appendix A for
a list of the states, colleges, and organizations we consulted). Some of the policies and
programs we profile have been evaluated; others represent promising strategies that will
require further study to determine whether they improve education and employment
outcomes and advance racial equity.

Why Focus on Black, Hispanic, and Native American
Workers?
The economic shock delivered by COVID-19 on the U.S. labor market has been
unprecedented. The nation experienced job losses across all geographic areas, industries,
1

Throughout this volume, we use various terms—Asian, Black, Hispanic, Latinx, Native American, White—to discuss racial
and ethnic group identity in the United States. Our terms often derive from those used in statistics from the U.S. government
or other sources we cite. We recognize that these terms are contested and that racial and ethnic group categories mask
substantial within-group heterogeneity in terms of ancestry, culture, history, and language.
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and occupations except essential retail (such as pharmacies and grocery stores) and nursing.2
While the economy has partially rebounded, a nationally representative survey by the Pew
Research Center found that half of adults who lost a job due to the coronavirus are still
unemployed, and many workers who did not lose their jobs had to reduce their hours or
take a pay cut. Those most affected include lower-income adults, those without a college
degree, and Black and Hispanic Americans.3 The Pew study does not break out responses
for Native Americans, but analysis of the U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey
shows that Native Americans had higher rates of unemployment compared to Whites and
Blacks before the pandemic and suffered severe job losses after the pandemic erupted.4
With passage of both the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act
and the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA), and the distribution of COVID-19 vaccines,
the economic outlook for 2021 is improving. Still, the Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) and the Federal Reserve predict that unemployment rates will remain above 5%
over the next two years.5 Historically, workers with no more than a high school education
are the most likely to be unemployed. And workers with only a high school diploma or
those who have taken some college courses earn less on average than individuals with a
postsecondary degree. For example, adults age 25 and over with a high school diploma
or equivalent had median weekly earnings of $746 in 2019, as compared to $833 for
individuals with some college and $1,248 for workers with a bachelor’s degree.6
Differences in educational attainment—the product of systemic failures in K-12 and
postsecondary education—help explain why Black, Hispanic, and Native American
workers are suffering such high rates of unemployment relative to Whites and Asians
during the pandemic. As shown below, 42% of Blacks, 58% of Hispanics, and 50% of Native
Americans age 25 and over have not advanced beyond high school; the corresponding
figures for Whites and Asians are 31% and 25%, respectively. The starkest gap by race/
ethnicity is at the bachelor’s level. Nearly 60% of Asians and 42% of Whites have completed
a bachelor’s degree or higher, as compared to 27% of Blacks and 19% of Hispanics and
Native Americans.7 Throughout the pandemic, workers with a bachelor’s degree or higher
have had the lowest unemployment rate among those at all education levels.8

2
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Handwerker et al. (2020).
Parker et al. (2020).
Feir & Golding (2020).
Falk et al. (2021).
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2019).
CCRC calculations using the U.S. Census Bureau Current Population Survey Table Creator (2018 data).
Falk et al. (2021).
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Highest Level of Educational Attainment for Adults Ages 25–64, by Race and Hispanic Origin
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Black

Hispanic

Native American

White

Asian

Source. Author calculations using the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2018 Current Population Survey.
Note. Black = Black or African American alone; Hispanic = respondents of all races who indicated they are of Hispanic origin; Native
American = American Indian or Alaska Native alone; White = White alone; and Asian = Asian alone. Respondents who said they were
two or more races are not shown.

Community colleges are an obvious resource for adults who seek postsecondary
credentials as a means to increase their employability and earn higher pay. Community
colleges are located in every state and almost all major cities and regions. They are
affordable, particularly as compared to most four-year institutions and for-profit
colleges. And they offer a wide variety of workforce credentials that can lead to good
jobs, including middle-skill jobs in fields like health care, engineering, and business
management. Community colleges offer associate degrees in these and other fields,
and—with appropriate advising and support—they can put students on a path to earning
bachelor’s degrees.9
A key challenge for community colleges is how to attract and retain Black, Hispanic,
and Native American adults, both in occupational programs that lead directly to good
jobs and in transfer-related programs. Community colleges have been struggling with
declining enrollments for adult students (defined as age 25 and over) of all races and
ethnicities for more than a decade,10 and enrollments for this age group have dropped 11%
since the onset of COVID-19.11 While enrollments may rebound once the health crisis
is over, the long-term trend suggests that community colleges need to do much better at
designing, implementing, and marketing programs and services that appeal to adults.
First and foremost, community colleges need to place more emphasis on career
development and job placement, and help more adults get on and stay on a path toward
earning postsecondary degrees—including the bachelor’s degree. This may require
9
10

11

Carnevale et al. (2020).
CCRC analysis of fall enrollment trends by sector and age using data from the National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES) Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), 1996-2017.
National Student Clearinghouse Research Center (2020).
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changes in state policies related to articulation and transfer. Second, community colleges
may also need to make fundamental changes in how support services and programs
of study are structured and delivered to meet the needs of part-time students who are
balancing work and family obligations while attending school. Third, while community
colleges generally pride themselves on having deep roots in their communities, they
may need to do more to make historically marginalized racial and ethnic groups feel fully
welcomed, recognized, and included in all campus-based services and programs. In the
studies that follow, we offer strategies for how these goals might be achieved.

4
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ST U DY 1 .

Aligning Short-Term Credentials with Community
College Degree Programs
Richard Kazis and Lindsay A. Leasor

I

n recent years, interest has been growing in the expansion of short-term, non-degree
occupational credentials as a tool to help adult learners advance in the labor market.
Several distinct innovations in higher education and workforce development
have supported and accelerated the scaling of short-term credentials, including
the $2 billion Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training
(TAACCCT) grant program,12 Credit for Prior Learning,13 and individual college efforts to
better align noncredit and credit programs in the same technical fields.14

As millions of Americans have left the workforce due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
with an estimated 42% of layoffs resulting in permanent job loss,15 the interest in
short-term credentials has taken on great urgency. In an August 2020 survey, 25%
of adults expressed a preference for pursuing a non-degree credential—higher than
the proportion of respondents interested in an associate or bachelor’s degree.16 Why?
Adults view non-degree programs as efficient, career-relevant, and a lower-cost option.
Similarly, employers and policymakers see these programs as a way to help get many
unemployed Americans—particularly in hard-hit Black, Hispanic, and Native American
communities—back to work with upgraded skills.17
However, the research on stand-alone short-term credentials is cautionary. While there
is evidence that short-term credential holders earn an annual income $15,000 above
the national median,18 research by CCRC and others finds that, on their own, short-term
credentials have widely varying effects on wages, and many fail to provide a significant
wage boost.19 More than half of adults with a very short-term certificate (of fifteen or
fewer weeks in duration) who are employed earn less than $30,000 a year.20 Black and
Latinx adults who hold a very short-term certificate earn significantly less than White
adults with a similar credential.21
Despite this variation in labor market outcomes, the number of certificates conferred by
public institutions increased by 117% over the last two decades.22 Importantly, higherquality short-term credential programs tend to be small in scale and limited to certain
12
13

14
15
16
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18
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22

Blume et al. (2019).
The term “prior learning assessment” (PLA) is often used interchangeably with Credit for Prior Learning (CPL). WCET
defines PLA as the processes through which out-of-classroom learning is assessed for academic credit, including
examinations, review of military or agency training, and portfolios prepared for faculty reviewers.
Education Strategy Group (2020).
Barrero et al. (2020).
Strada Education Network (2020).
Sáenz & Sparks (2020).
Strada Education Network et al. (2019).
Bailey & Belfield (2017); Carnevale et al. (2020).
Ositelu (2021).
Ositelu (2021).
Hussar et al. (2020).
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high-demand sectors, such as health care, advanced manufacturing, and information
technology (IT). As short-term credential programs continue to expand within and
beyond these broad sectors, community colleges must ensure that new and existing
credentials are valuable to both employers and the students they typically serve.23
For short-term, non-degree options to be a more equitable component of workforce
education, particularly for minoritized adult students, policymakers and college leaders
need better information on: which students are choosing high-quality, high-return
programs; how they fare in those programs; and whether they continue on to advance in
the labor market or further education. In addition, many institutional and state leaders see a
path for reversing the marginalization of high-quality short-term non-degree credentials—
and the students who enroll in them—by aligning and integrating these credentials with
college degree programs, a strategy often referred to as “stackable credentials.”24

WHAT ARE NON-DEGREE CREDENTIALS, AND HOW MIGHT THEY “STACK”?
The two most common short-term, non-degree credentials are certificates and certifications.25
 Certificates: credit-bearing or noncredit credentials awarded by a college following
completion of all program requirements, including coursework and tests.
 Industry certifications: credentials awarded by a certification body (not a school
or government agency) based on students’ demonstration, through an examination
process, that they have acquired the knowledge and abilities to perform a specific
occupation.
Public two-year colleges award around half of all certificates earned nationwide. Community
colleges also offer courses needed for many certifications, for apprenticeship certificates tied
to particular industries and trades, and for licenses awarded by a government agency that
allow the holder to practice in a specific field.
To enable short-term credential earners to advance efficiently to a next credential with
greater labor market value and ultimately to a college degree, colleges and their partners
take steps to make first credentials “stackable.” A stackable credential is part of a
sequence of occupation-specific educational credentials that are of short duration, have
labor market value by themselves, can be earned over time, and provide a clear pathway
for advancing in a career. Vertical stacking begins with a short-term program and leads
to a higher-level degree or credential. Horizontal stacking leads to the accumulation
of short-term credentials, allowing workers to expand into other specializations.26 For
low-income adults with little college experience, stackability provides flexibility to alternate
work and college training with the assurance that credits earned in a first credential transfer
to the next program in a pathway.

23
24

25
26
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Buckwalter (2017).
The language around evolving credentialing models is fluid and varies across states. For example, the formulation
“Credentials as You Go“ is gaining traction in New York and Texas. Some prefer emphasizing the importance of degrees by
focusing on the “embedding” of short-term credentials into certificate or degree programs rather than on the stacking of
short-term credentials on the path to a degree.
Duke-Benfield et al. (2019).
Ganzglass (2014).
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Descriptive evidence from Ohio, which initiated a statewide stackable credentials
initiative through legislation in 2007, shows promise for this approach.27 From 2005
to 2013, many students who earned one credential “stacked” a second credential
within two years—59% and 33% in IT and health care fields, respectively. Among these
students, almost three in four stacked to the associate level and 9% to the bachelor’s level
within four years. Yet, while Black students and adult learners were overrepresented
in short-term credential programs, they were less likely to stack additional credentials
relative to White and younger students.28
A randomized controlled trial of Washington State’s Integrated Basic Education and
Skills Training (I-BEST) program provides evidence on the causal effects of a stackable
credentials model that combines basic English and math instruction with credit-bearing
classes in occupations such as automotive service and repair, nursing assistant, and
welding. Though short-term by design—I-BEST programs range in length from one
to two quarters—each includes a longer-term pathway leading to college degrees. The
median age of students in the study was 26. Most students had no more than a high
school diploma or the equivalent. Two years after random assignment, I-BEST increased
the completion of credentials (either an occupational certificate or an associate in applied
science degree) by more than 32 percentage points, and increased college enrollment by
22 percentage points.29
In the text that follows, which draws on telephone interviews CCRC researchers
conducted with state policymakers, education leaders, and others (see Appendix A for a
list of interviewee affiliations), we highlight several leading states and higher education
systems that are beginning to bridge the divide between short-term credentials and
degree programs and that are making stackable pathways more accessible to racially
minoritized adults. To do so, states and their colleges are reworking the structures and
incentives shaping student, institution, and employer decisions.

State Efforts to Expand Short-Term Credentials
Linked to College Degrees
State- and institution-level strategies to align high-quality, short-term credentials
with college degrees must address multiple areas of policy and practice, including:

 Approval processes for new credentials linked to employer demand;
 Curricular alignment and sequencing of noncredit and credit degree programs;
 Transfer agreements for credits and credentials earned;
 Data systems to track labor market outcomes;
 Financial support for institutions and low-income adults; and
 Adult-targeted advising and career planning.
27
28

29

Daugherty et al. (2020).
Daugherty et al. suggest that the lower rates of stacking among Black and adult students may be due to the fact that these
students were more likely to enroll at an Ohio Technical Center (OTC). The authors found that stacking rates were lower at
OTCs compared to other types of institutions.
Glosser et al. (2018).
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States are pursuing different approaches and priorities as they advance this agenda. Some
states have leveraged legislation and financial incentives to drive this work; in others,
the state higher education authority or a coalition of colleges directs the efforts. Few, if
any, have crafted a comprehensive statewide strategy for aligning noncredit and credit
occupational programs.
As states make progress in promoting scale, quality, and equitable access to these
credentials, the obstacles they encounter, as well as their creative solutions, provide
helpful lessons. This section describes developments in three states: Virginia, Wisconsin,
and Texas. We focus on Virginia and Wisconsin because these states have been
working for a number of years on issues of program approval, curricular alignment and
sequencing, the integration of data systems, and the launching of innovations in advising
and career planning appropriate for adult learners. We focus on Texas less for its progress
to date than for its ambitious and thoughtful plans to partner with business leaders
and to integrate short-term credentials into Guided Pathways reforms across the state’s
community colleges.

Virginia: Moving from short-term credentials to stackable career pathways
The Commonwealth of Virginia has made significant strides in building out a community
college-based system of workforce training suited to adult learners’ needs. In 2015, the
general assembly directed the Virginia Community College System (VCCS) chancellor
to develop a plan to address the demand from employers for well-trained, “middleskill” workers. The following year, the legislature substantially increased what had been
a minimal state investment in noncredit workforce training to expand the number of
Virginians who earn short-term credentials with labor market value.
Over 24,500 individuals, or 93% of enrollees, have since earned a credential through the
state’s FastForward initiative. FastForward training programs offered at all 23 Virginia
community colleges typically last 6–12 weeks and prepare participants for entry into
high-demand occupations, as defined by the state workforce board. A majority of
completers have experienced wage gains of 25–50%.30 Almost all credentials earned
have been in the state’s top 12 occupations. The initiative’s budget has grown from $4.5
million annually to the current $13.5 million. Over 40,000 Virginians have filled out
applications for short-term credential programs since the pandemic began.
FastForward is reaching a population that VCCS has had trouble enrolling. To the
system’s surprise, two thirds of participants have no prior college experience. The average
age is 36 years old, and about 40% are students of color. Participants are twice as likely
as degree-seeking community college students to be receiving TANF or SNAP benefits.
To maintain this diverse adult population, FastForward encourages colleges to reach
out to community- and faith-based organizations in neighborhoods with low collegegoing rates, and the system runs a robust, targeted social media recruitment campaign.
To keep completion rates high, FastForward-specific career coaches have been hired on
each campus to support new students. These coaches work with students to help them
determine which credential programs are best suited to their interests and goals. They
30

8

Zaleski (2019).
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also assist students with financial aid applications, enrollment paperwork, and preparing
for job interviews in their chosen field.
FastForward is funded through a pay-for-success partnership: The student pays one third
of the cost, or $1,100 on average. The state pays the college the remaining two thirds of the
cost, up to $3,000, when the student completes the training program. Students earning
below 200% of the federal poverty level can tap the state’s Financial Aid for Noncredit
Training Leading to Industry Credentials (FANTIC) program for up to 90% of the student’s
share of tuition.
Although the General Assembly specified that colleges should articulate noncredit
credentials to academic credit to the extent possible, the number of FastForward students
enrolling for a second credential or associate degree is still modest. In response, the state is
pursuing strategies to publicize noncredit programs as an efficient route to credit-bearing
certificate and degree opportunities. In support of this messaging and coordination, VCCS
restructured the system office to put academic and noncredit planning and support staff
under the same leadership.
VCCS sees expansion of credit granted through Prior Learning Assessments, initially
designed to address the needs of those leaving the military, as an important tool to help
more adults earn credentials. A new VCCS initiative, supported by philanthropy, will
expand the recognition of learning through PLA and support the curricular crosswalks that
enable adult learners to leverage workforce credentials for academic credit. In addition, a
public-private partnership called Virginia Ready has raised $15 million to fund awards of
$1,000 and provide a job interview for up to 7,500 individuals each year who complete
one of 28 industry certifications in fields that include health care, advanced manufacturing,
and IT.
These efforts align well with Governor Northam’s signature workforce initiative: Get
Skilled, Get a Job, Give Back (G3). Northam ran for office vowing to implement this
free college variant targeting health care, IT, skilled trades, public safety, and early
childhood education. Northam took $5 million from the Governor’s discretionary
fund to flip certain high-demand occupational degree programs upside down, putting
technical learning upfront and moving general education requirements later in the
course sequence. This curricular sequencing flip makes it possible to offer a FastForward
certificate as a seamless first-third of an associate degree. Legislation providing $36
million for financial aid and marketing was enacted in March 2021.

Wisconsin: Embedding industry credentials into associate degree programs
The Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS) has been building out its strategy to
embed short-term technical diplomas into degree programs for nearly a decade. WTCS
secured several U.S. Department of Labor TAACCCT grants that funded the development
of career pathways in high-demand occupational fields. Today, Wisconsin’s pathways work
is now sustainably operationalized through revised processes and policies and enhanced
data systems. Wisconsin built backward: Beginning with existing associate programs,
WTCS revised program curricula with guidance from industry leaders, enabling students
to earn a certificate with demonstrated labor market value early in the course sequence.
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A 2012 TAACCCT grant of nearly $15 million focused on aligning industry-recognized
certifications, certificates, diplomas, and other credentials in advanced manufacturing. All
16 colleges in the system participated. The most prominent strategy was the development
and expansion of new and modified pathways beginning with occupational certificates
awarded upon completion of coursework bundled together from an already approved
longer-term “parent” program, mostly one- and two-year technical diplomas focused on
occupational skills, that lead into associate degrees and even bachelor’s degrees.31
New applied programs generally undergo a two-step approval process: first, the WTCS
board evaluates the program, and then it is reviewed by the system office. In 2016, WTCS
streamlined the approval process for embedded short-term credential programs so
they require review only by the system office. The criteria for approval is the same—the
program must be tied strongly to labor market needs in the college’s district—but new
short-term programs are now easier for colleges to launch.
An external evaluation32 of a set of TAACCCT welding, machine tool, and industrial
maintenance programs found that they were well suited to adults, age 36 on average, with
little or no college experience. Three quarters of participants had never enrolled before,
and half received Pell grants in their first semester. Although the treatment sample was
nearly three-quarters non-Hispanic White, this reflected greater diversity than Wisconsin’s
overall population.
Participants had better outcomes than a matched comparison group: They were 19
percentage points more likely to complete a non-degree credential, and significantly
more likely to complete multiple non-degree credentials. Over one third of adults who
completed one short-term certificate went on to complete a technical diploma.
A leader in serving adults who lack basic academic skills, Wisconsin was the first state
to open up federal financial aid opportunities to high school non-completers through a
statewide Ability to Benefit determination process.33 WTCS has invested significantly in
systems to collect and publicize outcomes data, through a homegrown reporting system
and a set of dashboards that track students from their first credential through an associate
degree and beyond, including employment and wage outcomes.34 According to WTCS
leaders, the next phase of their career pathways work begins with a focus on equity. A
2018 system-wide equity report35 documents progress and gaps in access, success, and
employment for low-income students, students of color, women, and students with
disabilities. The report encourages system-wide use of a “culture of equity” tool to guide
decisions and resource allocation.

Texas: Integrating short-term credentials as a part of Guided Pathways reforms
Across the state of Texas, 80% of first-year students at public institutions attend a
community college.36 In recent years, Texas community colleges have demonstrated a
commitment to scaling Guided Pathways practices to assist students in the selection
31
32
33
34
35
36
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WTCS (2021a).
Valentine & Price (2019).
WTCS (n.d.).
WTCS (2021b).
WTCS (2018).
Fletcher et al. (2021).
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and completion of structured degree programs with labor market value. One essential
pillar of the Guided Pathways model37 and the Texas Pathways strategy is to map
programs of study to students’ end goals, which includes the alignment of shortterm credential programs to longer-term programs within “meta-majors,” or topical
program groupings.38
Given the pandemic-related jump in adult unemployment and community colleges’
unique ability to respond, the Texas Success Center (TSC) is also supporting the Texas
Reskilling and Upskilling through Education (TRUE) initiative. TRUE aims to prepare
students for in-demand careers by accelerating their transition to work while also building
an educational infrastructure that supports a thriving economy throughout the diverse
regions of the state.
The TRUE initiative supports ways that colleges can improve the value of industrycertified credentials. The Texas Association of Community Colleges recently established
a business advisory council, including representatives from prominent firms, to advise
on actions necessary to build effective employer-aligned, demand-driven education,
training, and reskilling opportunities so Texans can obtain the skills necessary to
succeed post-pandemic.
Working toward supporting stronger regional talent pipelines that start at community
colleges, TSC sees the alignment of short-term credentials and degree programs as key to
expanding the appeal and strength of Guided Pathways reforms. These efforts include using
regional labor market data to identify in-demand skills, refining and developing short-term
credential programs aligned with in-demand skills, accelerating the mapping of short-term
credentials to degree programs, and ensuring that students know how to secure a job in an
in-demand field and then return to college in the future for additional training. Working
with the Aspen College Excellence Program at the fall 2020 Texas Pathways Institute,
TSC provided college leaders with a “data workbook” that included program enrollments,
student-level data, and labor market outcomes within the state regions that colleges serve.
With this data, colleges could see which students were enrolling in programs that lead to
a high-wage career, allowing them to focus more intentionally on racial equity in program
access and completion.
TSC complements its efforts to promote institutional change with a state advocacy and
policy agenda to fund and support data that can track patterns of recruitment, enrollment,
completion, and earnings for students who start in both noncredit programs and more
traditional occupational pathway programs.

Areas of Need and Opportunity
As states and colleges make progress toward more systemic alignment of short-term
credentials with degree programs, challenges of scale, quality, and equity remain. In this
concluding section, we highlight common challenges and provide examples of innovative
37
38

Jenkins et al. (2018).
A recent CCRC study of three Guided Pathways colleges in Tennessee (Klempin & Lahr, 2021) also highlights the
importance of integrating noncredit credentials into degree pathways and the need for adequate support for adult student
decision-making and progress.
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state and institutional responses. Appendix B illustrates the partnerships and state- and
institution-level priorities that may accelerate this work while better serving Black,
Hispanic, and Native American adults.

1. Develop systemic processes for linking non-degree credential and
degree programs.
Align competencies and coursework across related programs. Aligning noncredit
and credit programming in the same field so that credits are transferable and portable is
labor-intensive. This work requires the collaboration of instructors and administrators to
identify competencies, crosswalk and sequence learning in related programs, and change
curricula as needed with input from industry leaders.
Example
Building off of several years of work with four-year colleges to establish
transfer pathways, the Michigan Center for Student Success , which provides
state-level support for Michigan’s 28 community colleges, has launched a new
philanthropy-supported effort to identify competencies expected in certain
high-demand, high-value short-term credential programs. This will involve
faculty collaboration to undertake the crosswalk required to align these
credentials with related associate programs.

Integrate short-term credentials in statewide transfer and articulation systems.
Some states working to align non-degree and degree programs are implementing statewide
transfer and articulation policies that establish a uniform process for granting credits
for student-demonstrated competencies, wherever they are learned. In this way, prior
credits retain their value if a student changes institutions, stacks an additional credential,
or stops out to work before returning for further training. For the purposes of efficiency,
consistency, and portability, transfer credit agreements are best conducted at the state level.
Examples

Ohio’s One Year Option allows graduates of Ohio Technical Centers who hold
an approved industry-recognized credential and meet certain credentialing
pathway requirements to receive 30 credits toward an associate degree at an
Ohio community college. Statewide articulation agreements in Florida grant
college credit for students who successfully earn a nationally recognized
industry certification.
Expand statewide credit for prior learning systems. Credit for prior learning (CPL)
correlates with greater credential attainment for adult students, as it allows them to earn
credentials more quickly and at a lower overall cost.39 However, CPL take-up rates are
lower for Black and Native American adult students. A soon-to-be-released state policy
toolkit from Research for Action guides stakeholders in the development of systems
for recognizing, rewarding, and transferring creditworthy out-of-classroom learning.40
Particular attention must be given to forms of prior learning that are most common
among minoritized and lower-income adults.
39
40
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Example
In 2020, the Colorado legislature passed a measure mandating development
of standards across higher education institutions to award transferable credits
for work-related prior learning through the state’s Guaranteed Transfer
Pathways system.

2. Design on-ramps and financial supports that encourage enrollment and
completion.
Partner with community groups and employers to recruit adults. Substantial barriers
prevent adults, particularly those without prior college experience, from enrolling in
short-term credential programs. While information on program requirements, costs, and
labor market outcomes is increasingly available, a growing number of states and colleges
rely on community and employer partnerships to expand recruitment and marketing to
low-income adults.
Examples

Broward College in Florida has launched Broward UP, a program that reaches
six local zip codes with the highest average unemployment and lowest
education attainment levels, to deliver non-degree credentials with labor
market value. Nearly 2,500 residents have enrolled. In Washington , I-BEST
adult training programs delivered at local community colleges recruit through
community-based organizations while also leveraging industry contacts to
identify low-wage workers who seek to advance.
Expand financial aid for adults in short-term programs. For low-income individuals, the
financial costs, and in particular the opportunity costs, of attending college can dissuade
them from enrolling, even in short-term programs. Funding for noncredit programs is
typically limited—many states do not reimburse colleges for noncredit enrollments. To
rebound from the pandemic, some states leveraged CARES Act relief funds to subsidize
tuition and improve visibility of short-term credentials, sparking sharp increases in adult
enrollment (for a list of states, see Appendix C). Similarly, when the U.S. Department
of Education piloted an expansion of federal Pell Grant eligibility to include short-term
programs,41 enrollment and completion increased by about 10%.42 In March 2021, federal
lawmakers introduced the JOBS Act, a bipartisan bill that would expand Pell eligibility to
eight-week programs that articulate to longer-term programs in high-demand sectors.43 In
the meantime, to more rapidly recover from pandemic-related job loss, states can allocate
funds to make initial enrollment in stackable programs more affordable.
Examples
The Future Ready Iowa last dollar scholarship is available for adults age 20 and
older who enroll in high-demand occupational programs at a local community
college. Indiana’s Workforce Ready Grant is allowing Ivy Tech to rapidly
41

42
43
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scale enrollment in short-term, industry-recognized credential programs that
lead to high-paying careers. The college has piloted programs enrolling 10,000
adults statewide and plans to expand its effort to reach as many as 130,000
adults in several dozen fields.

3. Build out stackable credential pathways that support adult student
completion and advancement.
Leverage employer knowledge to shape curriculum and career preparation. The more
effective the interaction with employers, the more likely that a program will align with
local industry skill needs. Employers will then be more likely to view the college as a quality
provider of upskilling opportunities, easing students’ transition into the labor market.
Example

Utah ’s Strategic Workforce Investments initiative requires that groups of five
or more employers representing a regional industry sector must provide input
and support for education institutions’ grant applications to create credential
pathways.
Provide financial support and incentives for colleges. Colleges need financial support
to create new programs and to expand the availability of high-demand programs to adults
who might be interested. State funding can support infrastructure building. And states
can shape incentives facing colleges so that delivering more non-degree credentials is
financially attractive. Equalizing the state funding rate for credit and noncredit courses—
for example, as Kentucky did in 2001 by shifting all noncredit programs to creditgranting and as California and North Carolina have done more recently—can promote
short-term credential enrollment and encourage greater transparency and transferability
of credits.
Examples
Through the Florida Career and Professional Education Act (CAPE),
colleges receive $1,000 for each industry certification earned by a student,
up to a maximum allocation of $5 million. Ohio’s legislatively mandated
performance-based funding system includes the attainment of technical
certificates that articulate to longer-term credentials, contributing to a large
increase in the supply of stackable certificates.

Integrate non-degree program students into the campus mainstream. Adults
learners in non-degree programs are often marginalized within the college. They may
not have access to the same advising and academic supports as degree-seeking students;
these supports can guide non-degree students in making informed program choices,
understanding stackable credential pathways, and persisting to credential completion.
To this end, some colleges are breaking down the silos between credit and noncredit
divisions, and reorganizing by program field and content.
Examples
Several years ago, Mott Community College in Michigan revised its student
transcript so that noncredit health programs were included. North Carolina’s
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Wake Technical Community College is integrating its credit and noncredit
divisions (a change likely accelerated by the state legislature’s 2019 decision
to fund noncredit and credit programs equally).

4. Unify data systems to track learning and monitor credential quality.
Include non-degree programs in state postsecondary data systems. To track
progress of all students in a state’s public institutions, regardless of where they start
their postsecondary learning, unified data systems are needed to assess student
outcomes over time, across colleges and other training providers, and into the labor
market. As of 2018, only 13 states collected significant data on noncredit certificates
awarded by the state’s public institutions, and only nine collected data on industry
certifications awarded by certification bodies.44 Data system users need to be able to
disaggregate education and employment outcomes by race/ethnicity, age, and other
demographic characteristics, for institutions and specific programs.
Examples
In 2018, The Workforce Data Quality Campaign produced a step-by-step
guide for states on how to identify credentials of value and measure non-degree
credential enrollments and completions using student-level administrative
data.45 A 2019 Education Strategy Group toolkit specifies how states can
identify, validate, incentivize, and report on non-degree credential attainment
and equity gaps.46 CCRC has also developed a tool to help states and colleges
examine the racial and ethnic composition of their academic and workforce
programs and what this means for future earnings of program completers.47
Comprehensive, unified data systems facilitate the development of quality assurance
criteria for non-degree credentials and enable states to engage in continuous
improvement by tracking and promoting equity in credential access and attainment.

44
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ST U DY 2 .

Bundling and Sequencing Student Support Services
Hoori Santikian Kalamkarian, Andrea Lopez Salazar, and Armando Lizarraga

A

growing consensus holds that good advising and support services—which
may encompass a wide range of support—can help students complete a
college credential.48 For example, academic advising helps students select
and stay on a program pathway that aligns with their longer-term goals.49
And academic supports such as tutoring or writing centers help students pass courses
through direct help with course material.50 Ideally, support services also help students
address nonacademic challenges that may interfere with their ability to succeed in college,
such as food and housing insecurity and transportation and childcare needs.51
Effective advising and support services are especially important for the retention and
completion of racially minoritized adult students. Black, Hispanic, and Native American
students, compared to their White and Asian peers, are more likely to be placed into
developmental education courses, which can be stigmatizing and create barriers to
progress. And minoritized adult students are more likely than other adult learners or
traditional-age peers to struggle financially, work at least part-time, and take care of
children or other dependents. Academic, financial, and other nonacademic services can
provide the added support that these students need to achieve their goals. Moreover,
positive engagement with advisors, counselors, faculty, or other institutional staff can
foster a sense of inclusivity, helping students of color who often report feeling isolated in
college develop a stronger sense of belonging.52

Unfortunately, advising and support services at community colleges are often underresourced. Advising caseloads range as high as 1,200 students.53 With so many students
to serve, advisors typically reach only those who opt in for help, and even then, the
focus is usually on immediate academic needs, such as registering for courses for the
next semester.54 Advising and support services may also be siloed, particularly on large
community college campuses. These circumstances place the onus for getting help on
students themselves; students must seek out, make sense of, and piece together disparate
pieces of support, leading to an experience that may feel disjointed and inconsistent.55
Moreover, without policies and processes in place to ensure sustained engagement
48
49
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with each student, those who need help the most often do not get the help they need,
especially after the first year of enrollment when supports designed to onboard students
are no longer applicable.56
Students pursuing short-term credentials,
who are typically older and from racially
minoritized backgrounds, are especially
likely to have a disjointed advising and
support experience. Short-term programs
are often organized as part of the careertechnical education or workforce division
of a college, separate from academic
programs of study.57 This structure makes
it challenging for students in short-term
programs to access the services housed
within academic programs and available to
degree-seeking students, including support
for transferring credits and financial aid from
a certificate program to a degree program.

WHAT ARE BUNDLING AND SEQUENCING?
Bundling is the integrated delivery of academic and
nonacademic supports.
Example: In a bundled design, guidance on what
courses to take also includes resources to address
potential barriers to success in those courses, such as
transportation vouchers to ensure that students can
get to class.
Sequencing is the aligning of supports with students’
needs through each stage of their college journey.
Example: In a sequenced model, an advisor or counselor
helps students explore careers in the connection
and entry stages, and, in later stages, build on this
exploration by helping students identify and prepare for
a specific postsecondary pathway.

Many community colleges recognize these
problems, and some have taken steps to
ensure that students get the advising and support they need when they need it. Two
interrelated constructs are foundational to many redesign efforts: bundling and sequencing.
Bundling is defined as the integrated delivery of academic and nonacademic supports.
Bundling creates a more cohesive support experience for students. Sequencing is defined
as the alignment of supports with students’ needs at each stage of their trajectory through
college, from initial connection with the college to entry into a noncredit or credit
certificate program or a degree program, through each stage of coursework, and finally
completion.58 By tailoring services to each student’s needs at each stage in their tenure,
sequencing makes support experiences more efficient and meaningful.

Evidence from two randomized controlled trials of community college programs that
employ a bundled and sequenced approach for degree-seeking students—the Accelerated
Study in Associate Programs (ASAP) at the City University of New York (CUNY) and
the Stay the Course (STC) program in Texas—shows large, positive effects on degree
completion.59 A majority of students in each study sample (78% for the ASAP study
and 70% for the STC study) identified as either Black or Hispanic. ASAP serves a more
traditional-age student population (the average age in the study was 21.5) and bundles
intensive advising with tutoring, tuition waivers, financial support for books and basic
needs, and counseling as needed throughout participating students’ tenure in college.
The STC program serves a slightly older population (the average age in the study was 24)
and assigns participants a social service provider. The provider helps students develop
56
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a plan that includes action steps and milestones for accomplishing their goals, monitors
student progress on their plans, and provides coaching, mentoring, and referrals as
needed. STC also provides students emergency aid.60
Community colleges should aspire to bundled and sequenced delivery of services for all
students in order to provide them with a cohesive academic and nonacademic support
experience throughout their college journey. In the figure below, we illustrate how
bundled and sequenced services can create a cohesive support experience for students.
We highlight both strategies that are universally applicable and those that are targeted
to supporting adult learners in short-term programs. The broad goal for institutions is
improved learning and improved student outcomes in terms of retention, transfer, and
completion of a certificate or degree.
A Cohesive Support Experience Throughout the Student’s Tenure
CONNECTION

ENTRY

From interest & application
to ﬁrst enrollment

From entry to program
choice

• Referral from employer
or community-based
organizations to college
• Exploration of
postsecondary & career
goals to ensure alignment
with college oﬀerings
• Program exploration (of
courses, noncredit and
credit certiﬁcate pathways,
or degree pathways that
align with job upskilling or
career goals)
• Completion of enrollment
pre-requisites (registration,
application)
• Completion of Prior Learning
Assessments (PLAs)
• Transfer of prior
postsecondary credits
• Submission of ﬁnancial
aid, scholarship, or tuition
reimbursement forms
• Engagement with students,
staﬀ in spaces designed to
support social integration

• Exploration of careers
that align with goals;
development of a career plan
• Program selection
• Development of an
education plan that maps
courses from start to ﬁnish
and includes foundational
content as early as possible
• Connection to employer or
community partners related
to student’s ﬁeld of study
(for students in short-term
programs)
• Enrollment in introductory
courses
• Tutoring, writing, & other
academic support (inside &
outside of classroom)
• Development of a ﬁnancial
plan
• Connection to aﬃnity groups
& other opportunities for
social integration
• Engagement with alumni
from similar backgrounds
employed in ﬁelds of interest
who can serve as mentors

PROGRESS
From program entry to
completion of 75% of
program requirements
• Reﬁnement of career goals;
adjustment of career plan
• Career & job readiness
training, practice
• Exploration of transfer
institutions (if applicable)
• Enrollment in program
courses
• Education plan adjustments
• Tutoring, writing & other
academic support (inside &
outside of classroom)
• Application for ﬁnancial
aid, scholarship, or tuition
reimbursement
• Financial plan adjustments
• Connection to aﬃnity groups
& other opportunities for
social integration
• Continued engagement with
alumni mentors

Basic needs support & personal counseling
Note. Adapted from a framework developed by Completion by Design (n.d.).
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COMPLETION /
ADVANCEMENT
From completion of
program requirements to
job placement, four-year
transfer, or further education
at community college
• Enrollment in remaining
program courses
• Completion of graduation
requisites
• Submission of applications
to transfer institutions (if
applicable)
• Planning for or application
to other community
colleges to advance career
(if applicable)
• Application for ﬁnancial
aid, scholarship, or tuition
reimbursement
• Resume development
• Job search in ﬁeld of
study, placement
• Networking with alumni
in chosen ﬁeld of study
with support from alumni
mentors

Innovative Strategies for Bundling and Sequencing
Getting historically marginalized students the academic and nonacademic help they
need when they need it requires institutions to get to know their students well, to check
in with them regularly, and to adjust the services students participate in based on their
evolving needs. We draw on three models that serve as or make use of an advising and
student services framework—SSIPP (which emphasizes a sustained, strategic, integrated,
proactive, and personalized approach to advising),61 the whole-college Guided Pathways
reform model,62 and the Family Education Model (developed in part by Native American
educators)63—to identify strategies that seem most relevant to Black, Hispanic, and
Native American adult students. These include (1) recruitment and service design in
partnership with external organizations; (2) co-located support services; (3) assigned
advisors or cross-functional support teams; (4) identification of student needs; (5)
education, career, and financial planning; and (6) engagement with student families
and communities. We describe these strategies below and—drawing on telephone
interviews we conducted with college personnel from several institutions (see Appendix
A)—provide examples of colleges implementing these strategies in innovative ways to
support racially minoritized adults.

1. Leverage external partners for recruitment and program design.
Community-based organizations serving racially minoritized adults can serve as key
partners for colleges in recruiting and enrolling students. These organizations often
work intimately with individuals and thus learn about what potential students want
to do in their lives as well as the personal circumstances—including familial, financial,
or employment responsibilities—that may make it challenging for them to pursue and
achieve their goals. Community-based organizations can become a strong referral base for
colleges. Colleges can also leverage the insights that external partners provide to design
programming that is responsive to diverse students’ needs.
Examples

Community College of Aurora (CCA), a Hispanic-Serving Institution in
Aurora, Colorado, partners closely with the Mi Casa Resource Center to
administer two certificate programs in financial services: Banking Essentials
and Supervision Fundamentals. Both programs are 16 credits and stack
toward a bachelor’s degree in banking at the Metropolitan State University of
Denver (MSU). Mi Casa helps individuals develop their businesses or connects
them to jobs or educational opportunities. In partnership with other local
organizations, Mi Casa also offers legal, technological, mental health, and
financial resources. Mi Casa is integral to CCA’s recruitment for these certificate
programs. Mi Casa staff connect students who express interest or may be a
good fit to the business department at CCA, which runs the programs. Mi
Casa staff and the chair of the business department work together to support
each student’s matriculation, which helps CCA learn about the important
61
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nonacademic circumstances and, in partnership with Mi Casa, ensure that each
student’s needs are met.

San Antonio College’s Empowerment Center is intimately connected with
community-based services. The Center offers comprehensive services—
including childcare referrals, parenting support, educational re-entry services,
referrals to community-based resources, scholarship help, referrals for job skills
development, GED services, and other special programming—for women and
adult students. It also has certified academic advisors who serve as the assigned
advisors for students served by the Center. The Empowerment Center conducts
intensive recruitment and has a strong referral base from community-based
programs. Because of the Center’s close partnership with referring programs,
high schools, and community-based services, the Center staff often have some
insights into the needs of referred students. Based on these insights—and
coupled with needs assessments and discussions occurring during the intake
process—students are connected to relevant departmental or college services.

2. Provide co-located support services.
To establish the infrastructure for bundling, one strategy is to co-locate services
physically in a centralized location. Various terms are used for this arrangement,
including “one-stop” or “hub.” Students can then access multiple services in the same
center, making it easier for them to seek out the academic and nonacademic help they
need and for center staff to bundle the delivery of the services. These centers may also
serve as a social gathering spot for students from various backgrounds, complementing
the social environment of the larger college community. To accommodate working
adults, hubs are open at least one day a week before or after typical business hours of 9 am
– 5 pm and at least a few hours on weekends.
Physical co-location on campus also has benefits for the virtual delivery of services.
Co-located centers with web pages use live chat, video calls, and short forms to get
students connected to the resources that they need. Some also have set up a “lobby” in a
virtual welcome center to mimic the experience of physically dropping into the center.
Moreover, the relationships built among staff due to co-location make it easier to maintain
coordination of supports amidst campus closures and virtual delivery of services.
Examples

Nashville State Community College’s (NSCC) Reconnect Café is designed
to serve adult learners pursuing a certificate or an associate degree who have or
who are eligible for funding from the Tennessee Reconnect grant. Faith-based
organizations also serve as partners with the Café for recruiting adult learners
for the Reconnect grant. The Café helps students enroll in college and register
for courses. The Café staff check in with students at minimum once every
month to help them stay on track—and texting students during the pandemic
has worked well to reach students. The Café also helps facilitate nonacademic
supports. Students can frequent the Café to grab a snack or socialize
(pre-COVID); the staff leverage campus and community-based partnerships
to get students the resources they need. The Reconnect Café was previously
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co-located within the student services building and, once the campus re-opens,
it will be part of a new student success center. Co-location with application
and other service areas has helped students who may qualify for the Reconnect
grant connect with the Café. For example, when the campus is open for
in-person services, the Café staff can walk students filling in an application
over to the Café.

Central New Mexico Community College’s Connect Services offers a physical
space where academic coaches connect certificate- and degree-seeking students
to college and community resources and work with students on academic
planning, financial management skills, and study skills development. Connect
Services are designed to bundle academic support with financial, familial,
and career and employment related asset-building, which are critical for
students who are working parents. Connect coaches are able to address general
questions pertaining to different departments, reducing the need for referrals.
For example, academic coaches have access to data screens to answer common
financial aid questions. Coaches help students with more complex financial aid
questions through a warm handoff such as a direct phone call from the coach
to a financial aid advisor. Connect coaches are well versed in community-based
resources addressing food insecurity, homelessness, and mental health. Some
coaches are assigned as liaisons to specific community organizations, including
a program that serves single mothers and a program that supports domestic
violence survivors; these coaches facilitate onboarding of students referred by
these organizations, helping the college leverage these external partners for
recruitment and enrollment of students who are typically adults. The college
texts students to check in and remind them of upcoming deadlines. These
nudges are customized based on the student’s stage in college and the status
of key items, like completion of the FAFSA. During the pandemic, Connect
Services pivoted to a virtual environment that still allows a student to “walk
in” remotely and access academic advising and community-based support
on-demand. The college is planning to further develop its coaching model by
assigning students a single coach for the duration of their college experience.

3. Assign an advisor to each student, or use cross-functional support teams.
Another key strategy is assigning a single individual to support students through each
stage of their college journey. This individual can be the same person from connection
through completion, or colleges can assign individuals for each stage. Either way, the
objective is for the student to have a single person they know they can go to for help and
who will follow their progress at each stage, intervening as needed. The assigned provider
facilitates bundling by connecting students to the various academic, career, financial, and
basic needs resources available at the institution or from community partners.
Like using a series of assigned advisors, the deployment of assigned, cross-functional
teams can also facilitate a bundled and sequenced student support experience. These
teams—often referred to as success teams, completion teams, or a network—consist
of staff from various support services and typically include an academic advisor, career
counselor, and financial aid counselor. Similar to assigned advising, assigned teams help
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students get on a program pathway and monitor their progress, intervening as needed
to get students back on track. Success teams facilitate bundling by making it easier for
providers to coordinate with one another, referring students to others within the team as
needed, and checking in with team members to “close the loop” on a referral. Typically,
cross-functional teams meet regularly to discuss students’ progress, making it easier for
academic and nonacademic providers to integrate the way they support students and
align their guidance over time.
Examples

Bakersfield College , a Guided Pathways institution in California, has
organized short-term (credit and noncredit) programs and associate degree
programs into nine disciplinary areas called meta-majors. Completion
coaching teams are embedded into these meta-majors, and all students—
regardless of age or full-time/part-time status—are assigned a team by their
meta-major. Each team includes an education advisor, administrator, peer
advisor, discipline-level faculty member, academic development faculty
member, student support specialist, financial aid advisor, and counselor. In
addition, each team has a data coach, who supports providers in monitoring the
overall progress of students in the meta-major. The college also has affinitybased teams for athletes, veterans, students with disabilities, students who
were foster youth, and students who are part of African American initiatives,
Educational Opportunity Programs, and the Kern Promise transfer program.
(Students who belong to one of these affinity groups may receive support
from both their meta-major and their affinity coaching teams, but often
engage most closely with their affinity coaching team members.) Advisors
monitor students’ progress on program pathways and intervene if a student
falls off track. Advisors also respond to early alert flags connecting students to
resources, including other team members, depending on the flag. Peer advisors
support academic advisors in monitoring students by regularly checking in
with students via phone calls, text, email, or social media, and by informing
advisors if a student may need further intervention. Data coaches conduct
analyses to inform improvements in programs and supports for students in the
meta-major. In general, team members coordinate academic and nonacademic
support of advisees to deliver a cohesive support experience for students.
Cuyahoga Community College (Tri-C) in Ohio uses a case management
advising model to serve specific student cohorts, including those in short-term
programs. Under this model, assigned student success specialists provide
wraparound services focusing first on addressing any challenges students
are facing outside of the classroom that prevent them from succeeding at
Tri-C. For example, working parents may receive counseling and support to
manage home environments before specialists begin working with them on
academic planning. Student success specialists typically facilitate referrals to
academic support services, financial aid, career center, and personal counseling.
Specialists also reach out to students who are flagged on an early alert survey
(see next section) within 48 hours of submission of the flag. Within the context
of short-term programs, student success specialists coordinate support with
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program managers, who directly help students complete entry assessments
and connect with financial, tutoring, and community-based services. Student
success specialists and program managers also coordinate checking in with
students regularly to ensure that they are attending courses, completing course
requirements, and, once courses are complete, taking the steps they need to get
a job or pursue other training opportunities.

4. Identify student needs in a methodical way.
To connect students to a bundled set of services, colleges need to know what help
students need. Strategies for needs assessments include surveys, early alerts, and
predictive analytics. Surveys ask students questions designed to capture factors that
may signal the need for additional support, such as if a student is a single parent. These
surveys are typically administered to incoming students during the intake process. Some
colleges have plans to expand the use of surveys to each semester the student is enrolled,
in recognition that students’ life conditions change over time. A student who was not a
parent at intake, for example, may be a parent by their third semester and could benefit
from childcare resources.
Early alert systems leverage insights from faculty to identify students who may need
support. Faculty can “raise a flag” directly through the early alert system or by responding
to a survey that pertains to a roster of students enrolled in the faculty member’s course(s).
Surveys are typically administered within a few weeks of the start of the semester. Flags
refer to a range of academic or nonacademic conditions, such as “missing assignments.”
Raising a flag automatically generates a message to the student and, ideally, to an
assigned advisor who can then follow up with the student. Establishing streamlined
communication from faculty to advisor is especially important for short-term programs.
In these programs, faculty may work more closely with students on charting their job or
career pathway than advisors, making it even more important for faculty to have a way of
notifying advisors if a student needs more intensive support.
Predictive analytics systems use algorithms to predict a student’s likelihood of success in
a course or program. Students receive a risk score based on prior performance and other
data, including, in some cases, demographic data. This practice can be controversial,
and runs the risk of reinforcing racial or gender bias. Predictive analytics is best used to
anticipate student needs and to help colleges plan for and offer more support, rather
than to restrict opportunities to students. Early alert and predictive analytics tools
are increasingly used for needs assessments in degree-granting and short-term creditbearing programs. Use of these tools or other formal processes for identifying students’
needs in noncredit pathways or as students transition from noncredit to credit is under
development. Colleges described refining this transition, including the coordination of
financial and other services, as the next phase of their efforts.
Examples

Northeast Wisconsin Technical College (NWTC) uses surveys, early alert
systems, and predictive analytics to identify students’ needs and connect
them with resources accordingly. The survey consists of 18 questions and
is administered to all new students during the intake process. Faculty also
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raise early alert flags by responding to a survey generated in the early alert
system at the start of each semester, and they are responsible for following up
with students that they flag. The college’s early alert system includes a range
of flags. In response to the pandemic, the college added flags pertaining to
computer and internet access; in response to flags from faculty indicating a
concern that the student may not have access to the necessary technology, the
college checked in with students and provided several hundred laptops and
hotspots. The early alert system is used in credit-bearing courses as well as in
some noncredit courses. Predictive analytics is a recent addition at NWTC.
The college is using these data for aggregate analyses and subgroup analyses
by race and ethnicity. These various sources of data are used to connect
students to support services, including food and housing insecurity resources,
supplemental funding for childcare, affinity groups, and, for the college’s
indigenous population, programming in partnership with local tribes.

Sinclair Community College (SCC) in Ohio offers certificate programs
in computer information technology, retail and business management,
unmanned aerial systems, and criminal justice using a competency-based
education (CBE) model. CBE courses are fully online, with the exception of
in-person lab components for some courses. Coaches assigned specifically to
these CBE courses conduct intensive program monitoring and performance
intervention, following a weekly coaching guide that specifies check-in points
and templates for proactive email communication. SCC worked with its
Institutional Research department to calculate the midpoint of a CBE course
in terms of the amount of material covered. Coaches have access to a dashboard
that, based on these calculations, flags students who are not on pace, prompting
an intervention from the coach.

5. Help students visualize their goals and see their progress.
Some community colleges are now engaging students in education and career planning
starting as early as the initial connection with the institution. Education planning
includes identifying a certificate or degree pathway and developing a personalized
plan for completing their chosen credential. Early career planning discussions with
prospective and new students focus on exploration; as students progress, support
providers work with them to refine their goals and prepare for the next stage in their
career pathway through practical exercises including networking in fields of interest and
developing a resume. For students in short-term programs, career planning discussions
can help students understand how certificates stack toward an associate or bachelor’s
degree. Areas for further development include identifying how these planning activities
can be coordinated, what technological platform can facilitate the endeavor, and how
plans should connect to or trigger advising and other services. Colleges are also exploring
ways to introduce financial planning discussions early in a student’s tenure in a way that
complements academic and career discussions.
Examples
At San Antonio College in the Alamo College District, advising and student
supports align with the connection, entry, progress, and completion framework.
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The Student Academic Advising Plan outlines the achievements that students are
expected to reach at each stage of their trajectory. For students in associate degree
pathways, the achievements are broken down by credit hour and year (first year:
0-15 hours, 16-30 hours; second year: 31-45 hours, 45+ hours). Achievements
address credential, career, and financial goals and effectively serve as a guide
both for the student and the advisor. Students can check the plan at any time to
see what they should be thinking about, and advisors can tailor discussion of
these topics during required advising sessions at the completion of particular
milestones. For short-term credit and noncredit programs, assigned support staff
check in with students regularly throughout the duration of their enrollment in a
course; attendance and pre- and post-assessment scores are among the indicators
that support staff use to determine if a student is making progress or may need
help to complete the program.

Northern Virginia Community College (NOVA), with support from the State
of Virginia’s FastForward short-term workforce credential program, offers
industry certifications in information technology, healthcare, and other areas
aligned with growing labor market demand (a requirement of the FastForward
program). For Virginia residents who meet citizenship requirements,
FastForward pays for two thirds of the cost of completing these programs.
Student support staff work with students entering these programs to identify
financial resources that, when coupled with FastForward, can cover most it not
all of the program costs. During these initial enrollment discussions, staff also
connect students to other campus and community-based resources, including
the food pantry and NOVA’s emergency financial assistance services. As part
of the work of implementing programs supported by FastForward, NOVA has
formalized pathways between some noncredit and credit-bearing credentials. For
these pathways, students who pass the national or state certification exam can
get credit for this prior learning toward a credit program by simply presenting
the certification. The college is working on visual aids to demonstrate how these
noncredit programs articulate to credit-bearing pathways.
FastForward has also contributed to the creation of a “Labor Market Institute
(LMI)” dashboard, an interactive tool that students and institutional staff can
use to explore labor market conditions in the region for various occupations as
well as the noncredit and credit-bearing training offered at NOVA to support
entry into those fields. The college’s student support staff who work with
students in workforce programs use the dashboard to help students understand
the economic implications of different certification options. NOVA’s employer
relations staff are in the beginning stages of streamlining post-credential
pathways, including working with employers to refine requirements for
entry-level positions. For adult learners who have previous relevant work
experience but are not able to dedicate a year post-credential to an internship or
another job to demonstrate experience, this streamlining can remove barriers to
career advancement.

Bakersfield Community College’s Program Pathways Mapper facilitates
academic and career exploration and planning—even before the student is
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enrolled at the college. The Mapper allows all prospective or current students
to access a visual representation of the college’s catalog that is customized for
each program pathway, including noncredit and credit-bearing short-term
certificates. Students who enter the Mapper first select from among the college’s
nine meta-majors. From there, students can see programs organized into
three groups: those that lead to low-unit or noncredit certificates, high-unit
certificates, and degrees. On the same page, students can also see descriptions
of related careers, the education level required for each career, the average
salary, and the expected job growth in the industry. Mapper is easily accessible
on mobile devices and does not require any other sign-in, removing all barriers
to access including enrollment at the college. The college reports that “on-path”
enrollment is higher among students who utilize Mapper and that, among
students who use Mapper, there is no difference in the percentage of “on-path”
students between racial subgroups.

6. Engage with students’ families and communities.
One challenge many adult learners face is how to integrate school with their roles
as parents and their interests and commitments off-campus. Strategies for engaging
families and communities in the support process may include: (1) orienting the
college’s promotional and recruitment material to be accessible to students and family
members who may not speak and/or read English or may not have attended college; (2)
opening up orientation to include family members and childcare; (3) including families
and community members in campus-based social and cultural events; (4) building
partnerships with community-based social, health, and legal services organizations; and
(5) broadening campus-based social services to include families. These strategies all are
based on the premise that family and community function as assets that can be leveraged
to support students.
Examples

Central New Mexico College welcomes family members at each phase of
the intake process and during advising sessions. Coaches and other service
providers encourage students to bring with them anyone they think will help
them achieve their college goals. The college also has initiatives and resources
that are oriented to children, making it easier for students who are parents
to also meet the needs of their kids. For example, they have play areas and a
toy-lending program partner at one of their campuses. The college also has a
Native American Task Team, which includes campus leaders, faculty members,
and staff from support service departments including financial aid. This task
force works with local tribal leaders in campus events, services, and policy
development. For example, this task force and tribal leads worked together to
develop a policy regarding language credit for native indigenous languages.
San Juan College in New Mexico serves a growing population of Latinx
students. The college’s Herencia Latina Center is a cultural and student support
center designed to cultivate an inclusive environment and help students
receive the academic and nonacademic support they need to stay on track in
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their programs. At the beginning of the semester, staff send a personalized
letter to each incoming student who self-identifies as Latinx on the application,
introducing themselves and the services available at the Center. Students are
also introduced to the Center through advising. At the Herencia Latina Center,
students have access to computers and printers, tutoring, office hours with
professors, and advising (advisors come in twice a semester). Prospective and
enrolled students are welcome to include family members in advising sessions.
Center staff also act as a “connector” to other campus and community-based
resources. In response to the pandemic, Herencia staff checked in one-on-one
with students. Herencia staff also connect students to the statewide grassroots
initiative, ENgaging LAtino Communities for Education (ENLACE), which is
also available to students and their families. ENLACE is two blocks away from
the college. Part of ENLACE is the Student Ambassador Program, a mentoring
program for Latinx students. ENLACE also offers students and their families
DACA clinics; it is the go-to center for community needs. ENLACE has several
programs that cater to student parents, including Abriendo Puertos (Opening
Doors) and Parent Empowerment.

Considerations for the Field: Getting Buy-In and
Covering Costs
Several conditions enable the successful implementation of the strategies described
in the previous section. Changes in support services are more likely to translate into
improvements in the way students experience support if those implementing the
changes have a shared commitment to the objectives of the redesigns. The colleges we
interviewed where innovative structural and practice changes had taken hold described a
strong, shared focus at the college on student success. Several colleges described starting
with an exercise to identify what was making it difficult for students to access services,
and then redesigning structures and practices accordingly. Developing a studentcentered, bundled and sequenced approach that is responsive to racially minoritized
adults also calls for a clear articulation of and shared commitment to diversity, equity, and
inclusion goals. Without them, improvements to advising and support services may be
short-lived, particularly when budgets are tight or when there is staff turnover.
In addition to buy-in and support from campus staff, faculty, and leaders, the bundling
and sequencing of services generally require colleges to increase investment in student
supports. Intensive practices like checking in with students regularly and monitoring
progress on a program pathway usually require smaller caseloads among advisors and
other support staff—meaning that colleges may need to increase their numbers of support
providers. For example, to implement the college completion teams and other advisingrelated reforms, Bakersfield College hired additional staff including 15 academic advisors.64
Likewise, early alert systems, predictive analytics, communication tools, and platforms
for shared notetaking can all help colleges assess needs and coordinate services among
staff. But these technologies must be purchased, and integrating these tools also
64
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raises additional personnel costs. Launching and maintaining technologies requires
involvement of information technology and institutional resource staff, among others,
meaning increased staff time from these positions to support student services.65 New
types of jobs—like one dedicated to managing early alert, predictive analytics, and other
needs assessment processes and interventions66 or one focused on targeted services for
adults—may also require additional costs.
Encouragingly, some colleges have shown that the added costs of bundling and
sequencing support services are not prohibitive. A study of the costs of implementing
Guided Pathways reforms found that colleges increased their expenditures on advising
and student services by about $150 per student per year.67 Some colleges have covered
these costs through external grants or targeted cost-cutting in other areas of the
institution; others have imposed modest fee increases on students. And even when the
cost was passed on to students, the increased likelihood of completing a certificate or
degree on time may mean that students pay less for their credential in the long run. CCRC
has developed a guide68 on funding Guided Pathways that may serve as a resource for
college leaders redesigning advising and student supports in a Guided Pathways or other
context. In broad terms, colleges should consider the costs of student services reforms
while also assessing the potential savings (in terms of cost per credential) from improved
retention and completion.
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Culturally Sustaining Supports and Instruction
Jessica Brathwaite, Julia Raufman, Nikki Edgecombe, and Ava Mateo

T

raditionally, community college supports and instruction are offered broadly
to students and are not specific to the varied needs or historical contexts of
diverse populations. Institutions and practitioners are increasingly aware
that the status quo practices deployed by colleges to educate and support
students may not be effective for students from marginalized groups when they are
incongruent with their personal experiences, identities, or culture. Furthermore, many
students from marginalized groups experience outright discrimination, bias, and racism
on community college campuses.69 In recognition of the discrimination and marginalization that particular groups have experienced in higher education, colleges can strive to
offer culturally sustaining supports and instruction, which leverage students’ culture and
identities to minimize the cultural exclusion that students may feel as they interact and
learn on the college campus.

The goal of creating culturally sustaining offerings is to build and maintain an engaging
campus environment that intentionally rectifies historical and current discrimination
and neglect experienced by racial and language minorities, first-generation college goers,
and individuals from low-wealth backgrounds so that they feel welcome, prepared, and
supported to achieve their college and career goals. In response to decades of student
success research focused on how students can be socially and academically integrated
within the institutional culture,70 Samuel Museus developed the Culturally Engaging
College Environments (CECE) framework71 to shift the responsibility for integration
from students to institutions. Museus describes several elements of a Culturally Engaging
College Environment, such as cultural familiarity, cultural relevance, and proactive
philosophy, which are established both inside and outside of the classroom. Though
much work remains to establish the efficacy of these elements across a range of student
outcomes, their premise is compelling and a useful framework for policy and practice
intended to reduce disparities in postsecondary education outcomes.
In what follows, we use the CECE framework to illustrate how community colleges can
more effectively serve the Black, Hispanic, and Native American adult students they
enroll. To describe these approaches and why they show promise, we draw on telephone
interviews we conducted with state policymakers, community college leaders, and
content area experts (see Appendix for a list of the states, colleges, and organizations we
consulted). We begin by describing how a Culturally Engaging College Environment is
69
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created by providing culturally sustaining offerings that are implemented and maintained
over time to mitigate obstacles that historically underrepresented students face. We then
provide case studies of two community colleges that have built the institutional capacity
required to create, refine, and continue these offerings over time. We conclude with
strategic actions to consider in creating a Culturally Engaging College Environment.

The CECE Framework in Community Colleges
How culturally sustaining offerings help students
Culturally sustaining offerings include a combination of proactive and holistic
academic, financial, and nonacademic services and programs that are designed
with the needs of the target population in mind, such as learning communities and
need-based scholarships for Black STEM students. Culturally sustaining offerings are
humanistic in that they strive to have students feel that college faculty and staff value
their presence as individuals at the college and have a shared sense of commitment
to their success. These offerings are also culturally familiar, affirming and building
on the knowledge and experiences students bring to college in an effort to deepen
connections with college staff and other students who understand or share their
background and experiences. 72 This is especially important for racially minoritized
adult students, who often have jobs and other obligations that complicate access to
typical supports, making it more difficult for them to establish critical relationships
with college personnel and peers.
Culturally sustaining offerings also situate students’ learning and interactions within
their community. Here, “community” refers not only to geographic settings but also
to other shared features of kinship and belonging (common ethnicities, histories, and
rituals). The offerings provide opportunities for students to learn more about their
cultures, to connect their cultural understandings with their education, and to be of
service to their community. For example, offerings may include a course project that
asks students to learn how Native Americans have used engineering skills to adapt
fishing practices to various environmental conditions and community needs over
time. Or a course project may require students to design a public health awareness
campaign connected to a particular concern or crisis in their community. Having a
space to learn about and discuss cross-cultural social issues and solutions empowers
students as learners and citizens. Such activities also underscore the importance of the
communities that students come from, and they help students understand how their
education is relevant and meaningful. 73 For students from marginalized backgrounds,
these kinds of offerings are a signal that the institution prioritizes and respects their
experiences and history.
Culturally sustaining instructional practices support students’ learning and sense
of belonging by enacting the curriculum in ways that actively engage students
in their own learning, build connections to their existing knowledge, and value
students’ communication and contributions. Establishing a sense of collegiality
72
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between students in the classroom is another important feature of a culturally
sustaining instructional practice. Instructors emphasize a collectivist orientation,
rather than an individual-centered competitive orientation, because this can help
students feel affirmed and create a sense of community within the classroom. 74 At
Bakersfield College, a community college in California, African American students
are encouraged to enroll in Umoja learning communities, which serve students
aged 18 to 50, where they are taught alongside other Umoja students using Africanfocused material. 75 For example, an Umoja math class may teach students about the
ancient Egyptian mathematicians who preceded the ancient Greek mathematicians,
such as Pythagoras, that math courses typically focus on. This African focus
and an emphasis on project-based learning aim to make the course content more
engaging and meaningful for students. The cohort structure of Umoja learning
communities along with their classroom norms and expectations also build a sense
of community in which students feel responsible for one another. Research on Umoja
learning communities in California Community Colleges found stronger academic
performance and retention among first-year participants compared to a statistically
equivalent peer group. Umoja participants were also found to be more likely to be
transfer-ready to have earned an award within four years. 76

Institutional commitment, capacity, and connections
Institutional capacities and investments are required to design, coordinate, and
continually refine culturally sustaining offerings and maintain a Culturally Engaging
Campus Environment. Being culturally sustaining is not a static or permanent feature
of an institution. Rather, institutional leaders must have an ongoing vision for equity
at their college and continually stress the importance of a culturally engaging college
environment. A college president that is committed to equity is a key factor both
in establishing an equity-oriented mindset among administrators and in providing
the oversight and accountability to ensure that offerings are cohesive, holistic, and
comprehensive. Institutional leaders must also be adept at identifying the dimensions
of their institutional culture that may be lacking. Data on student access, outcomes,
and experiences are critically important in identifying and addressing these areas.
In addition to commitment and vision from leadership, resources both for culturally
sustaining programming and professional development are essential. Colleges must
have the capacity to enact their vision by providing robust professional learning in
which instructors and staff learn how to refine their practices to be more culturally
relevant and responsive and to teach and advise without bias or racism. Skyline
Community College in California uses its Center for Teaching and Learning to help
faculty and staff build the cultural competencies and empathy necessary to implement
culturally sustaining practices. This professional learning is institutionalized, as all
instructors are required to take courses in these topics annually.
Colleges must also create authentic and respectful relationships within their
surrounding communities and the communities of the students they serve in
74
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order to identify potential partnerships and opportunities and to contextualize the
experiences of their students. Community colleges are particularly well positioned to
take on these tasks given their missions grounded in the social and economic needs of
their local regions. The culturally engaging community college campus may draw on
lessons from Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and Tribal Colleges
and Universities (TCUs), which have a longstanding commitment to practices that
embrace and appreciate the culture of their student populations. Many have done an
exemplary job of making their curricula culturally relevant and of creating a culturally
sustaining learning experience.
For example, at Salish Kootenai College (SKC), a private tribal land-grant community
college in Montana, Native American and Salish/Kootenai culture is integrated into
the college’s curriculum, and students are provided with opportunities to help their
community. While the college offers culturally relevant courses in which students
engage with Native and Tribal culture, the focus on culture is also carried into
traditional academic fields such as business, science, forestry, history, and education.
Business and other students are encouraged to create reservation-based enterprises
and organizations. Forestry students are educated on ways to address water resource
challenges on Tribal land. 77 In the education program, SKC offers courses such as
Teaching the American Indian Child. This course is designed to prepare teachers for
the specific educational needs of American Indian elementary and middle school
students. Additionally, education students at SKC are encouraged to utilize traditional
Indian teaching methods in the classroom. 78
Similar to TCUs, HBCUs were formed to meet the growing demand for higher
education among Black students excluded from White institutions. HBCUs channeled
the effects of that exclusion in constructive directions by focusing on inclusivity
and by specializing in programs, such as STEM, in which White institutions
struggle to retain Black students. For example, Southern University at Shreveport,
the historically Black community college of the Southern University system in
Louisiana, created the Williams Center for Undergraduate Achievement to improve
the completion rates of Black men and increase their rates of transfer to a bachelor’s
degree program at the Baton Rouge university campus. 79 The Williams Center
recruits men majoring in STEM, allied health, or education and provides them with
a full scholarship and funding for college expenses, an advisor with whom they
meet weekly, professional growth opportunities including leadership development
and mentorship from community professional liaisons, and courses that are offered
in learning communities. Together, these program features are designed to expose
Black men, who are the least likely to enter a STEM career, to a wide range of STEM
opportunities and to help them persist in their chosen programs of study. Intrusive
advising and the cohort experience are designed to create a communal and caring
environment for participants.
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Case Studies
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College (NWTC): Building student-focused
equity and creating the Next One Up program
NWTC, located in Green Bay, Wisconsin, serves a student population that is 81%
White, 7% Latinx, 4% Black, 4% Asian, and 0.1% Native American, and about 60% of
its students are age 25 and over. 80 With a strong institutional commitment to equity,
robust professional learning, and consistent attention to data, NWTC offers support
that is culturally sustaining and designed to support racially minoritized students at
the predominantly White institution.
As part of NWTC’s Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) strategy, the college has
established the goal of providing support over the span of a student’s college pathway
so that their sense of belonging, motivation, and self-efficacy are continually developed
in each phase. This strategy is described in a college equity guide that includes an
illustration called the Equity Road Map, 81 which depicts all of the support points along
a student’s journey through college, from connection and entry to progression and
completion. Stakeholders at the college describe this ongoing support as the “culture of
the college” in that all programs and institutional actors are expected to adhere to the
college’s equity and transformational learning focus. While it is essential for DEI efforts
to be embedded in institutional culture when creating a Culturally Engaging College
Environment, this visioning and strategy can also be more intentionally targeted
toward the particular needs of a college’s minoritized groups.
In fall 2020, through a two-year grant from InsideTrack, NWTC launched an
initiative called Next One Up to support first-year students of color who are enrolled
in the college’s business department, where administrators recognized that there
was a particular gap with regard to this student population’s sense of belonging at
the college (informed in part by disaggregating surveys of student experiences by
race and ethnicity). Next One Up is a one-year program designed to build a sense
of community among first-year business students and to help them establish other
relationships within the business department. The program is designed to be
humanistic and culturally familiar so that students build relationships with persons
who know, understand, and care about them, which contributes to an increased
sense of belonging at the college. Participating students’ cultures are validated both
by having students take part in activities in which they reflect on and discuss their
particular experiences at the college and by having their experiences reflected in the
curriculum, especially in a contextualized, first-year college success course called
College 101. Students also discuss what did and what did not work for them in their
first semester in an open forum with their peers as well as advisors in the program.
The program pairs one full-time advisor to work solely with a cohort of incoming
ethnically diverse students and provides them with personal development, college
knowledge skills, and academic support. To establish cultural familiarity, NWTC
advisors are required to attend NWTC’s Inclusively Course Series, which consists
of four sessions meant to provide employees with tools that can be used to foster
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an inclusive environment, promote social justice, enhance cultural competence,
and develop inclusive leaders. Next One Up staff proactively provide students with
needed information in monthly workshops focused on business topics and potential
careers. Given that the program is based in an academic department, students build
connections with faculty, peers, and staff members who can also provide participants
with useful knowledge, resources, and connections. While Next One Up is still in
the early stages of implementation, the college will continue to use its data analysis
capacity to assess program implementation and impact, in alignment with DEI goals.
One consideration for this program will be how it will support students beyond their
first year, as they move through their course requirements.
In the program’s first semester of implementation, the students were taught study
skills and college-life skills, and they were given mental health and career counseling,
which included training in interviewing skills. Additionally, this cohort of students
was in their own section of the college’s student success course, College 101, which
focuses on additional competencies deemed important for college persistence and
retention. Programming in the second semester will focus on personal development;
participants will use guiding questions to reflect on what they have learned about
themselves in the first semester as college students, how they see themselves
currently, and how they see themselves as leaders at NWTC.
Next One Up represents an important new initiative at the college. More broadly, a
presidential and executive leadership team has worked collaboratively with employees
at the college to develop strategies for equity put forth by employees at the college;
they explicitly named racial justice, equity, and supporting every student’s worth as
values of the institutional mission. This was critical to garnering institution-wide
buy-in for and engagement in culturally responsive practices. Equally important
have been partnerships with intermediary organizations and foundations that have
supported NWTC’s efforts to reform practices, which have provided resources for
promoting equity at each stage of a student’s postsecondary pathway.
Lastly, a focus on the hiring and training of diverse and culturally competent staff
has increased stakeholder buy-in of these practices. Faculty and staff established
employee involvement groups that gave employees a stronger voice in the college’s
strategic goals. This has helped to provide an inclusive environment for employees
to create better understandings of community issues. Stakeholders we spoke with
also mentioned the existence of affinity spaces—developed for both employees and
students—that offer “consistent spaces for individuals to explore their different
identities.” Both employees and students have the opportunity to create new affinity
groups if desired. Through these practices, the college has developed culturally
sustaining programming that targets the specific needs of minoritized cultural
groups and embeds these practices in broader institutional DEI efforts, moving the
institution closer to becoming a Culturally Engaging Campus Environment.

Cuyahoga Community College (Tri-C): Advancing cultural engagement
throughout the college and beyond
Tri-C, located in and around Cleveland, Ohio, serves a student population that is 60%
White, 26% Black, 7% Latinx, 3% Asian, and 0.3% Native American. About 40% of
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its students are age 25 and over. 82 With strong leadership, vision, and strategy, Tri-C
provides humanistic and culturally familiar offerings with opportunities for community
service and cross-cultural interactions. These and other reforms have helped the college
triple the percentage of its students who graduate within three years. 83
In response to dismally low graduation rates and the recognition that student
supports were too isolated and peripheral to the student experience, Tri-C turned its
focus to the coordination and increased efficiency of the various student supports
offered across campuses and programs of study. With data and institutional research
support from Achieving the Dream, Tri-C refined student support offerings and
instruction to be culturally sustaining and aligned across campuses to meet students’
needs along their entire trajectory, from connecting with the institution through
completion and entry into the labor market. This support also helped Tri-C coordinate
its student support initiatives across noncredit workforce education, adult education,
and credit-bearing courses.
To be culturally relevant at the point of connection, Tri-C redesigned its website and
marketing materials to be more welcoming to adult students; for example, the website
now includes more photos of adult students of color alongside younger and majority
race students. After connection, Tri-C creates a caring and humanistic environment by
proactively offering academic and nonacademic support to students. When students
arrive at college, advisors ask about their basic needs before discussing academic goals.
This is done so that students feel holistically supported and to mitigate any potential
nonacademic obstacles to learning that may arise. To provide culturally familiar support,
the leadership at Tri-C made the decision to hire professionals with backgrounds that are
similar to their students in education level, race/ethnicity, and life circumstances.
Tri-C has also established multicultural centers to facilitate cross-cultural engagement
and community service throughout students’ tenure in college. There is a center on
each of Tri-C’s four main campuses where students can socialize, receive support,
collaborate, and attend events. The multicultural centers were also designed as spaces
in which students can have difficult conversations about what is happening in their
communities and what they can do about it. There is a weekly conversation series, titled
Let’s Talk About It, in which students gather to discuss social issues. There is also a Black
American Council and a Hispanic Council housed within the multicultural centers;
they are funded through a $1 million budget that is allocated annually for student
success initiatives. When Black and Hispanic students enroll at the college, they are
notified about the Black American Council and the Hispanic Council, and the councils
are also notified of new students and proactively reach out to them. The councils also
have their own newsletters. Tri-C is striving to increase awareness about the centers, the
councils, and other resources for racially minoritized students.
The culturally sustaining offerings at Tri-C can be attributed in large measure to
strong college leadership and collaboration, initiated by the president, Dr. Alex
Johnson. His motto is “One door, many opportunities,” and he believes that
Tri-C should function as a portal through which students have access to a range
of opportunities that are designed for them to succeed. To realize this vision,
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Dr. Johnson created a number of staff–administrator partnerships and executive
full-time positions. The staff–administrator partnerships were designed to increase
efficiency in the use of financial resources and staff and faculty time. 84 The new
executive positions—aligned with the strategic goals of the college—include the
vice president of access and completion, the vice president for access and community,
and the vice president of learning and engagement. They report to the president and
are tasked with creating initiatives that help the college meet its goals. For example,
the vice president for access and community is tasked with creating partnerships
and opportunities with community organizations; through this office, Tri-C has
established access points throughout the Cleveland area that introduce potential
students to college. These access points have increased Tri-C enrollments as
prospective students who may have been unlikely to come to a campus to learn about
Tri-C can now get information or even enroll at Tri-C at a location very close to where
they live. They can also take student development courses at these access points.

Guiding Principles
While there is no single template for creating and maintaining a Culturally Engaging
College Environment and the culturally sustaining offerings within it, colleges may
want to consider a set of short-, medium-, and long-term commitments.

1. Immediately, institutions can start to examine the experiences and outcomes
of their students and features of the campus culture to begin developing the
vision and strategy necessary to shift toward a Culturally Engaging College
Environment.

2. To measure progress in achieving this vision, institutions should define
relevant measures and collect data on student success, employee engagement,
and community contribution. They should also establish equity goals for
improvement along these measures, disaggregating results as appropriate to
gauge progress.

3. To build capacity to achieve these goals, institutions can provide training for
college stakeholders on anti-bias and anti-racist practices. Institutions can
also provide professional development on understanding the challenges that
marginalized students face. The idea is to increase empathy and allow faculty and
staff to provide holistic and culturally familiar support and instruction.

4. To develop culturally sustaining practices, institutions can design support and
instructional offerings in affirming and relevant ways, which reflect the belief
that a diversity of student cultures is an asset for the college. Offerings are especially
beneficial to marginalized students when institutional actors share the students’
background or are familiar with their experiences.

5. To provide students with a sense of belonging at college and in their prospective
careers, institutions can facilitate opportunities for students to establish
supportive and communal relationships. Students benefit from the opportunity
to interact with and learn from their peers. Similarly, they benefit from
84
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relationships with institutional, community, and workforce stakeholders who can
help them navigate higher education and careers.

6. To help students mitigate obstacles to their success, colleges can provide holistic
resources that cover students’ financial, academic, and nonacademic needs.
These resources can be made more visible and more integrated within the student
experience via targeted programming if necessary. When possible, intrusive
support offerings should be used.

7. Over the long term, colleges must work toward an institutional culture grounded
in equity mindedness, where stakeholders draw attention to inequities in student
outcomes and take responsibility for eliminating these inequities.85 Leadership
drives this shift by consistently messaged and enacting its vision for equity as a
model for all administrators, instructors, and staff.
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Conclusion
Thomas Brock

T

he COVID-19 pandemic upended the lives and livelihoods of people across
the U.S. and had disproportionate impact on Black, Hispanic, and Native
American communities. These populations suffered high rates of illness and
death, and also experienced the most job loss—in part because they were
more likely to be employed in low-wage service industries that were negatively affected
by the pandemic.86 The studies in this volume spotlight some of the ways community
colleges can direct their energies and resources to help racially minoritized adults fully
recover from the crisis and advance in the labor market. Most people age 25 and over do
not have the luxury of enrolling as a full-time college student; if they are out of work,
they need to find a job quickly, and if they are working but not earning enough to make
ends meet (or are working in a job that is unsatisfying), they need to get on a better career
path. Community colleges can help minoritized adults achieve these goals.
By aligning short-term credentials with community college degree programs ,
community colleges can help workers earn a certificate, industry certification, or other
credential with labor market value and build credits toward an associate or bachelor’s
degree. This approach, often referred to as stackable credentials, requires careful
planning and attention to ensure that individual courses and programs are designed
and sequenced so that students earn credentials that employers recognize and value,
and that build credits toward a college degree. This is important, as adults who earn
an associate or bachelor’s degree are more likely than adults with some or no college
to be employed and to earn higher wages, including in an economic downturn. States
can also play a significant role in scaling stackable credentials and promoting equitable
access to programs by appropriating funds for institutions and adult learners and by
simplifying and strengthening credit articulation and transfer policies within and
across two- and four-year colleges.
Students from every background benefit from strong advising and other support
services to help them through college, and it is reasonable to assume that Black,
Hispanic, and Native American adults may need additional assistance in the wake of
the pandemic. Bundling and sequencing student support services will create a more
cohesive and responsive experience for adult students at each stage of their academic
journey. For example, when adults first enroll, they will likely need help transferring
prior credits, applying for financial aid, exploring careers, and selecting a program.
Later on, students may need assistance finding tutors and other academic supports on
campus, connecting with other students and employers in their chosen fields, and
86
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exploring other programs to advance their careers. Strategic partnerships between
community colleges, public agencies, and community-based organizations can help
ensure that students have access to nonacademic services (such as childcare, housing,
food, and transportation assistance) they need to complete a program. Colleges can
help adult students take full advantage of these supports by co-locating services and
assigning students to single advisors or teams that make it their job to get to know the
students and track their progress at each stage of the college experience.
Community colleges typically enroll a diverse student population and therefore may
not see a need to explicitly address the personal identities and cultures of the students
on their campuses. But what if these identities and cultures were brought to the
foreground? Would greater numbers of Black, Hispanic, and Native American adults
choose to enroll? Would they feel a stronger sense of belonging and self-efficacy and
thus be more likely to achieve their academic and career goals? To deliver culturally
sustaining supports and instruction , institutions will need to think differently
and more creatively about the programs, courses, and services they offer and what
they can do to make the college experience more enriching and affirming for racially
minoritized adults. Creating and maintaining a culturally sustaining environment
requires ongoing communication with students and community members about their
interests and needs. Affinity groups and dedicated spaces on campus for students
from different cultural groups can help to open up conversations and demonstrate a
college’s commitment to diversity and inclusion.
In sum, there are multiple strategies colleges may adopt to increase credential
attainment and employment opportunities for Black, Hispanic, and Native American
adults. The approaches described in these pages are intended to be mutually
reinforcing, and multidimensional initiatives may yield the best results. Colleges
will need to monitor students’ progress and disaggregate data by race, ethnicity, age,
and other characteristics to measure progress toward their goals and to identify areas
for improvement. Entering students will also appreciate information about what
prior cohorts of students have achieved with respect to credential attainment, places
of employment, and starting wages in order to help them decide on a career path.
Disparities by race arise from many sources and will not go away overnight, but with
the right ideas and resources, and a sustained focus on equity, colleges can increase
the number of credentials earned and improve employment outcomes for racially
minoritized adult learners.
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APPENDIX A.

States, Colleges, and Organizations Consulted

STUDY 1
DVP-PRAXIS Ltd

STUDY 2
Bakersfield College

STUDY 3
Achieving the Dream

Education Strategy Group

Big Bend Community College

Amarillo College

Georgetown University Center on
Education and the Workforce

Central New Mexico Community College Bakersfield College

Jobs for the Future

Indian River State College

Michigan Student Success Center
National Skills Coalition
New America
Research for Action
SUNY Empire State College
Texas Success Center
Virginia Community College System
Virginia Office of the Governor
Wisconsin Technical College System

Cuyahoga Community College
Nashville State Community College
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College
Northern Essex Community College
Northern Virginia Community College
San Antonio College
San Juan College
Sinclair College
United Tribes Technical College

Connecticut State Colleges and
Universities
Cuyahoga Community College
Eastern Educational Resource
Collaborative
Illinois College of Education, Office
for Community College Research and
Leadership
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College
System
Penn State University College of
Education, Center for the Study of
Higher Education
Skyline Community College
South Texas Community College
Trident Technical College
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APPENDIX B.

Illustration of External Partnerships and State- and
Institutional-Level Priorities for Aligning Short-Term
Credentials and Associate Degree Programs
Employer Partnerships

Institutional Priorities

State-Level Priorities
Uniﬁed State Data Systems

Reporting
Requirements

• All credits & credentials
• Labor market data

Continuous Improvement
• Quality assurance systems
• Institutional disaggregated data
• Annual equity reports

Culturally Sustaining
Student Supports

Credential-Linked
Associate Degrees

Assessment of
Credential
Demand, Value,
& Design

Integrate
Credit &
Noncredit
Divisions &
Data Systems
Industry-Certiﬁed,
Non-Degree
Credentials

Credit-Transfer Agreement

Financial Supports
& Incentives
• Tuition assistance & noncredit
parity funding
• Appropriations for stackable
program development
• Institutional
performance-based funding

Credit for Prior
Learning

Transparent Information on Program
Requirements, Costs, & Employment Outcomes

Onramps to Short-Term, Non-Degree Credentials
• Community-based organizations
• Employers & industry associations
• Marketing campaigns
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APPENDIX C.

State Use of CARES Act GEER Funding to Support
Short-Term Credentials
The $2.2 trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act included
approximately $3 billion for the Governor’s Emergency Education Relief (GEER) Fund.
State allocations were based on a formula stipulated in the March 2020 legislation. Each
state submitted an application to the U.S. Department of Education detailing how they
would use their GEER funds to support early childhood, K-12, and/or higher education.
This table, based on the GEER Fund Utilization database maintained by the Hunt
Institute, shows which states opted to use a portion of their GEER funds to support
short-term credentials for adult students. (This list does not include funding mechanisms
to support college re-opening plans, operating costs, technology assistance, or students’
living expenses.)

STATE, TOTAL
GEER FUNDING

FUNDING FOR
SHORT-TERM
CREDENTIALS

INITIATIVE TO SUPPORT STUDENTS
AND/OR INSTITUTIONS

INVESTMENT IN DATA
INFRASTRUCTURE

Arkansas
$30.7 million

$4.5 million

Expands workforce education training
opportunities at two-year institutions to
allow for continuation and upgrading of
employability skills in high-wage and highdemand careers.

Ready for Life initiative ($10.2 million):
Launches a platform that connects job
seekers with career opportunities and
online training resources. The website also
gives employers access to job seekers’
resumes and training results.

Florida
$173.5 million

$35 million

Increases capacity around short-term,
in-demand certification and training
programs at the state’s 28 Florida College
System institutions and 48 technical
colleges to support rapid credentialing.
These programs include technical
certificates, clock-hour career certificates
(i.e., vocational training), and industry
certification preparation courses.

Pathway to Job Market Dashboard ($2.5
million): Creates a tool for internal and
external stakeholders that includes
quantitative data on all CTE courses
and programs at the state and regional
level. The tool will provide internal and
external CTE stakeholders a view of the
performance of Florida's credentials of
value.

Louisiana
$50.2 million

$35 million

Increases capacity around short-term,
in-demand certification and training
programs at the state’s 28 Florida College
System institutions and 48 technical
colleges to support rapid credentialing.
These programs include technical
certificates, clock-hour career certificates
(i.e., vocational training), and industry
certification preparation courses.

Maryland
$45.6 million

$10 million

Supports community colleges in providing
workforce development courses and
continuing professional education
that leads to government or industry
certification or licensure.
(table continues on next page)
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STATE, TOTAL
GEER FUNDING

FUNDING FOR
SHORT-TERM
CREDENTIALS

INITIATIVE TO SUPPORT STUDENTS
AND/OR INSTITUTIONS

Michigan
$89.4 million

$4.5 million

Expands workforce education training
opportunities at two-year institutions to
allow for continuation and upgrading of
employability skills in high-wage and highdemand careers.

Missouri
$54.6 million

$1 million

Supplements the Fast Track Incentive
Grant Program, which addresses workforce
needs by helping adults pursue a certificate,
degree, or industry-recognized credential in
a high-need area.

North Carolina
$95.6 million

$35 million

Increases capacity around short-term,
in-demand certification and training
programs at the state’s 28 Florida College
System institutions and 48 technical
colleges to support rapid credentialing.
These programs include technical
certificates, clock-hour career certificates
(i.e., vocational training), and industry
certification preparation courses.

Oklahoma
$39.9 million

$15 million

Provides tuition assistance for community
college students who are seeking training in
high-demand workforce programs.

Pennsylvania
$104.4 million

$10.5 million

Funds Career and Technical Education
Centers to support industry credential
assessments for students and the effective
continuity of education programs, such as
summer and other expanded programming.

South Dakota
$7.9 million

$2.2 million

Launches UpSkill, a program to support
workers in earning credentials at little
or no cost. UpSkill consists of 22 online
certificate programs in high-demand fields,
including business, healthcare, information
technology, and manufacturing.

Texas
$307 million

$46.5 million

Provides targeted financial aid to upskill
and reskill displaced workers in highdemand fields, including workers who
have earned some college credit but no
credential. Doing so will allow for new paths
into the workforce with higher earning
potential.

Virginia
$66.7 million

$4.9 million

Provides last-dollar scholarships for
displaced adults who enroll in stackable
credential programs leading to jobs in
targeted industry sectors.

INVESTMENT IN DATA
INFRASTRUCTURE

Data systems ($15 million): Supports a
strategic education and workforce data
infrastructure to provide timely, actionable
intelligence to students, institutions,
employers, and policymakers. Scales and
expands existing technologies and tools
that support college and career advising
and help students stay on track to earn
high-value credentials.
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